Recommendations for the use of genetic testing in the clinical evaluation of inherited cardiac arrhythmias associated with sudden cardiac death: Canadian Cardiovascular Society/Canadian Heart Rhythm Society joint position paper.
The era of gene discovery and molecular medicine has had a significant impact on clinical practice. Knowledge of specific genetic findings causative for or associated with human disease may enhance diagnostic accuracy and influence treatment decisions. In cardiovascular disease, gene discovery for inherited arrhythmia syndromes has advanced most rapidly. The arrhythmia specialist is often confronted with the challenge of diagnosing and managing genetic arrhythmia syndromes. There is now a clear need for guidelines on the appropriate use of genetic testing for the most common genetic conditions associated with a risk of sudden cardiac death. This document represents the first ever published recommendations outlining the role of genetic testing in various clinical scenarios, the specific genes to be considered for testing, and the utility of test results in the management of patients and their families.